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covering every genre of music this guide is indexed by artist and organized by label format and date of record
issue this fully updated edition includes prices for over one million records listings for 45 000 artists a color
eight page insert of record cover art and a buyer seller directory the sixth edition of this text provides values
for over 100 000 records tapes and cds each entry features a detailed discography listing the release date
catalogue number and value whether you re cleaning out a closet basement or attic full of records or you re
searching for hidden gems to build your collection you can depend on goldmine record album price guide to help
you accurately identify and appraise your records in order to get the best price knowledge is power so power
up with goldmine 70 000 vinyl lps from 1948 to present hundreds of new artists detailed listings with current
values various artist collections and original cast recordings from movies televisions and broadway 400
photos updated state of the market reports new feature articles advice on buying and selling goldmine grading
guide the industry standard covering every genre of music this guide is indexed by artist and organized by label
format and date of record issue this fully updated edition includes prices for over one million records listings
for 45 000 artists a color eight page insert of record cover art and a buyer seller directory this long
anticipated sixth edition of the price guide for the beatles american records by perry cox and frank daniels
contains thousands of listings and value for all beatles and solo releases on vinyl records cds and all tape
formats including reel to reel 4 tracks 8 tracks playtapes and cassettes the book contains over 1 000 color
images to aid collectors in determining what a legitimate relase looks like covering every musical genre from
pop and rock to country jazz and dance the seventh edition of this text provides values for over 100 000
records tapes and cds as well as full b side and bonus track information listed for every single based on the
archives and research of record collector magazine each entry features a detailed discography listing the
release date catalogue number and value the guide features every collectable artist since the 50s from frank
sinatra elvis and the beatles to queen robbie williams and kylie minogue including specialist areas such as punk
indie metal new wave hip hop psychedelia r b film soundtracks and original stage and radio recordings provides
updated prices for more than 100 000 vinyl records explains the industry standard grading guide and offers
tips to accurately grade and value lps just like you goldmine is passionate about vinyl it rocks our world so
trust us when we say that the goldmine record album price guide is a vinyl collector s best friend inside these
pages you ll find the latest pricing and identification information for rock pop alternative jazz and country
albums valued at 10 or more and that s just for starters goldmine record album price guide features updated
prices for more than 100 000 american vinyl lps released since 1948 a detailed explanation of the goldmine
grading guide the industry standard tips to help you accurately grade and value your records including promo
pressings an easy to use well organized format whether you re new to the scene or a veteran collector
goldmine record album price guide is here to help �� ��������������� ������������������� �� ����
�������������������� ��������������������� �����������������������������������
����� ������ ������� ������� ���������� ��������� ������������������������ ������
���������������������web��� mysound���� ������������������������ ���������������
� individual listings for tens of thousands of records grace the pages of this guide from 45s to lps to selected
78s all listed alphabetically by artist collectors will find references to hundreds of records not listed in any
other price guide more than 40 000 individual listings in up to 3 grades of condition provide 120 000 prices
includes records from the 1920s to the present this is the most up to date version of the now world renowned
rare record price guide it is the undisputed key text detailing pricings for a huge array and range of vinyl from
familiar classics to lost underground albums of yesteryear fully revised and updated this is the thirteenth
edition of the world s most comprehensive and best selling guide for the massive record collecting market based
on 30 years of detailed research by the staff of record collector magazine the world s leading publication for
all pop and rock collectors includes over 100 000 entries and covers every musical genre from pop and rock
to soul blues country dance jazz folk and easy listening as well as specialist areas like punk indie metal new
wave hip hop psychedelia r b film soundtracks and original stage and radio recordings it is an a to z guide to
rare and collectable uk releases covering all genres with catalogue numbers release dates and current mint
values for every uk single ep cd single lp and cd established in 1979 record collector magazine is the world s
leading authority on rare and collectable records lavishly illustrated with 1 360 photos 160 in color this
volume the only book available on the topic identifies dates and values in two grades of condition picture
sleeves for pop rock alternative country r b dance soul jazz blues classical comedy movie tv soundtracks
opera and other types of records readers will find entries for more than 10 000 sleeves covering more than 40
years of u s releases the world s most comprehensive a z guide to values of rare and collectable uk releases
with catalogue numbers b sides and release dates this important genre of modern music is outlined by more than
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10 000 45s eps and lps from both major and minor uk artists with releases to 1996 this brand new goldmine
price guide is also an industry exclusive both us and uk record releases are listed and valued includes
everything from rock island line to the beatles anthology an a z guide to rare and collectable uk releases
providing listings and values for over 90 000 records tapes and cds covering singles eps and albums the book
spans 50 years of pop and rock covers every musical genre and provides detailed discographies release dates
and b side information a brand new edition listing every important and collectable uk record release from the
1950s to the present day this book has details of more than 100 000 records and cds including singles eps lps
cds and cassettes introducing the beatles record price guide is unlike any beatles reference book we ve ever seen
and we have seen hundreds of them with 232 glossy stock pages and full color throughout this guide covers
all records by the beatles as a group from 1962 through 1996 originals as well as reissues has in depth
descriptions and accurate values for true near mint condition records and covers the only book dedicated to
the little black record with the big whole in the middle an ambassador of the rock music revolution lists the
selling and buying prices for chart hitting singles eps and lps from 1950 1978 includes prices for 78s and lists
uncharted songs by charted artists includes pricing information discographies and descriptive notes to help
evaluate and enhance album collections 300 photos this second edition values 41 980 collectable lps eps cds
singles 7 and 12 and picture discs the guide covers not only uk material but also major us and european
recordings with revised and updated prices to reflect the latest in collecting trends collectors of jazz on
vinyl know how difficult it can be to find pristine copies of original classic jazz recordings and ever changing
market values can make pricing those albums even more difficult with this fantastic updated 2nd edition
collectors will be able to accurately price records using the most current us market values this all
encompassing reference features all types of jazz issued on 331 3 rpm long playing records including dixieland
bebop big band swing west coast fusion modern and many others it includes over 40 000 albums released
between 1948 and today valued in three grades of condition as well as a thoroughly illustrated label guide
for easy distinction between first editions and later pressings collectors will discover thousands of records
not listed in any other price guide the term record collecting is shorthand for a variety of related practices
foremost is the collection of sound recordings in various formats although often with a marked preference for
vinyl by individuals and it is this dimension of record collecting that is the focus of this book record collecting
and the public stereotypes associated with it is frequently linked primarily with rock and pop music roy shuker
focuses on these broad styles but also includes other genres and their collectors notably jazz blues exotica
and ethnic music accordingly the study examines the history of record collecting profiles collectors and the
collecting process considers categories especially music genres and types of record collecting and outlines and
discusses the infrastructure within which collecting operates shuker situates this discussion within the
broader literature on collecting along with issues of cultural consumption social identity and the
construction of self in contemporary society record collecting is both fascinating in its own right and
provides insights into broader issues of nostalgia consumption and material culture the biggest little record
the 45 rpm record was first introduced in 1949 but it wasn t until the advent of rock n roll that they became
part of the scene elvis and his sun records releases changed everything and when beatlemania washed ashore in
the 1960s the 45 was a part of almost every american home with a teenager every radio station and every bar
with a jukebox today 45s ride a new wave of vinyl interest with an easy to use format organized
alphabetically by artists and featuring 80 000 records and labels covering nearly 70 years of music that
changed the world forever goldmine 45 rpm records price guide is the only identification and price guide on the
market dedicated to the little record with the big hole ������uk������������� ������11��������
32�� ��������������60���1962�10�5� ������ �� �� �� ��� �� �����������uk� ��� ������
��� ���������������������������������������� �������������� ������������������
�� ������������������������ ���� ep ������������ ������� ������������������2011��
�� �����uk������� ��� � �������� ������������� ������� ������ ������ �������������
����30��������� ���������������������������� �������������������� ���������� ��
���11����� ������� ���������������� 2022�10���� ����� ����� ����������������� ���
�������� ���������������������� ��������� ����������������� 40��������uk�������
�� the first book ever to authenticate more than 10 000 new wave punk and alternative 45s eps 12 singles
and lps from 1976 1996 collectors quickly discover what s rare and what s not pricing in three grades
alphabetical listings by artist group followed by label and number
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The Official Price Guide to Records 2002 covering every genre of music this guide is indexed by artist and
organized by label format and date of record issue this fully updated edition includes prices for over one million
records listings for 45 000 artists a color eight page insert of record cover art and a buyer seller directory
Record Collector Rare Record Price Guide 2002. 2000-12 the sixth edition of this text provides values for
over 100 000 records tapes and cds each entry features a detailed discography listing the release date
catalogue number and value
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide 2009-09-08 whether you re cleaning out a closet basement or attic full
of records or you re searching for hidden gems to build your collection you can depend on goldmine record
album price guide to help you accurately identify and appraise your records in order to get the best price
knowledge is power so power up with goldmine 70 000 vinyl lps from 1948 to present hundreds of new artists
detailed listings with current values various artist collections and original cast recordings from movies
televisions and broadway 400 photos updated state of the market reports new feature articles advice on
buying and selling goldmine grading guide the industry standard
The Official Price Guide to Records 1990-05-05 covering every genre of music this guide is indexed by artist
and organized by label format and date of record issue this fully updated edition includes prices for over one
million records listings for 45 000 artists a color eight page insert of record cover art and a buyer seller
directory
Olde Records Price Guide, 1900-1947 1980 this long anticipated sixth edition of the price guide for the
beatles american records by perry cox and frank daniels contains thousands of listings and value for all
beatles and solo releases on vinyl records cds and all tape formats including reel to reel 4 tracks 8 tracks
playtapes and cassettes the book contains over 1 000 color images to aid collectors in determining what a
legitimate relase looks like
Price Guide for Record Collectors 1991 covering every musical genre from pop and rock to country jazz and
dance the seventh edition of this text provides values for over 100 000 records tapes and cds as well as full
b side and bonus track information listed for every single based on the archives and research of record
collector magazine each entry features a detailed discography listing the release date catalogue number and
value the guide features every collectable artist since the 50s from frank sinatra elvis and the beatles to
queen robbie williams and kylie minogue including specialist areas such as punk indie metal new wave hip hop
psychedelia r b film soundtracks and original stage and radio recordings
Price Guide for The Beatles American Records 2007 provides updated prices for more than 100 000 vinyl
records explains the industry standard grading guide and offers tips to accurately grade and value lps
Record Collector's Price Guide 1976 just like you goldmine is passionate about vinyl it rocks our world so
trust us when we say that the goldmine record album price guide is a vinyl collector s best friend inside these
pages you ll find the latest pricing and identification information for rock pop alternative jazz and country
albums valued at 10 or more and that s just for starters goldmine record album price guide features updated
prices for more than 100 000 american vinyl lps released since 1948 a detailed explanation of the goldmine
grading guide the industry standard tips to help you accurately grade and value your records including promo
pressings an easy to use well organized format whether you re new to the scene or a veteran collector
goldmine record album price guide is here to help
Rare Record Price Guide 2002-12 �� ��������������� ������������������� �� �������������
����������� ��������������������� ���������������������������������������� ���
��� ������� ������� ���������� ��������� ������������������������ ��������������
�������������web��� mysound���� ������������������������ ����������������
Goldmine Record Album Price Guide 2017-03-29 individual listings for tens of thousands of records grace the
pages of this guide from 45s to lps to selected 78s all listed alphabetically by artist collectors will find
references to hundreds of records not listed in any other price guide more than 40 000 individual listings in up
to 3 grades of condition provide 120 000 prices includes records from the 1920s to the present
Rare Record Price Guide 2016-10-03 this is the most up to date version of the now world renowned rare
record price guide it is the undisputed key text detailing pricings for a huge array and range of vinyl from
familiar classics to lost underground albums of yesteryear
Presleyana VI - the Elvis Presley Record, CD, and Memorabilia Price Guide 2007-07 fully revised and updated
this is the thirteenth edition of the world s most comprehensive and best selling guide for the massive record
collecting market based on 30 years of detailed research by the staff of record collector magazine the world
s leading publication for all pop and rock collectors includes over 100 000 entries and covers every musical
genre from pop and rock to soul blues country dance jazz folk and easy listening as well as specialist areas
like punk indie metal new wave hip hop psychedelia r b film soundtracks and original stage and radio recordings it
is an a to z guide to rare and collectable uk releases covering all genres with catalogue numbers release dates
and current mint values for every uk single ep cd single lp and cd established in 1979 record collector magazine
is the world s leading authority on rare and collectable records
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Goldmine Record Album Price Guide 2019-04-02 lavishly illustrated with 1 360 photos 160 in color this
volume the only book available on the topic identifies dates and values in two grades of condition picture
sleeves for pop rock alternative country r b dance soul jazz blues classical comedy movie tv soundtracks
opera and other types of records readers will find entries for more than 10 000 sleeves covering more than 40
years of u s releases
Rare Classical Record Price Guide 2006 2006 the world s most comprehensive a z guide to values of rare and
collectable uk releases with catalogue numbers b sides and release dates
������������������ 2023-04-24 this important genre of modern music is outlined by more than 10 000
45s eps and lps from both major and minor uk artists with releases to 1996 this brand new goldmine price guide
is also an industry exclusive both us and uk record releases are listed and valued includes everything from
rock island line to the beatles anthology
Rockin' Records Buyers-Sellers Reference Book and Price Guide 2010 Edition 2010 an a z guide to rare and
collectable uk releases providing listings and values for over 90 000 records tapes and cds covering singles
eps and albums the book spans 50 years of pop and rock covers every musical genre and provides detailed
discographies release dates and b side information
Goldmine Country & Western Record Price Guide 2001 a brand new edition listing every important and
collectable uk record release from the 1950s to the present day this book has details of more than 100 000
records and cds including singles eps lps cds and cassettes
The Rare Record Price Guide 2024 2022-10-03 introducing the beatles record price guide is unlike any beatles
reference book we ve ever seen and we have seen hundreds of them with 232 glossy stock pages and full color
throughout this guide covers all records by the beatles as a group from 1962 through 1996 originals as
well as reissues has in depth descriptions and accurate values for true near mint condition records and covers
Rare Record Price Guide 2016 2014-10 the only book dedicated to the little black record with the big whole
in the middle an ambassador of the rock music revolution
Official Price Guide to Records 2002 2002 lists the selling and buying prices for chart hitting singles eps and
lps from 1950 1978 includes prices for 78s and lists uncharted songs by charted artists
RARE RECORD PRICE GUIDE 2026 2024 includes pricing information discographies and descriptive notes to help
evaluate and enhance album collections 300 photos
Goldmine 45 Rpm Picture Sleeve Price Guide 1998 this second edition values 41 980 collectable lps eps cds
singles 7 and 12 and picture discs the guide covers not only uk material but also major us and european
recordings with revised and updated prices to reflect the latest in collecting trends
Rare Record Price Guide 2020 2018-10 collectors of jazz on vinyl know how difficult it can be to find pristine
copies of original classic jazz recordings and ever changing market values can make pricing those albums even
more difficult with this fantastic updated 2nd edition collectors will be able to accurately price records
using the most current us market values this all encompassing reference features all types of jazz issued on
331 3 rpm long playing records including dixieland bebop big band swing west coast fusion modern and many
others it includes over 40 000 albums released between 1948 and today valued in three grades of condition as
well as a thoroughly illustrated label guide for easy distinction between first editions and later pressings
collectors will discover thousands of records not listed in any other price guide
Goldmine British Invasion Record Price Guide 1997 the term record collecting is shorthand for a variety of
related practices foremost is the collection of sound recordings in various formats although often with a
marked preference for vinyl by individuals and it is this dimension of record collecting that is the focus of this
book record collecting and the public stereotypes associated with it is frequently linked primarily with rock
and pop music roy shuker focuses on these broad styles but also includes other genres and their collectors
notably jazz blues exotica and ethnic music accordingly the study examines the history of record collecting
profiles collectors and the collecting process considers categories especially music genres and types of record
collecting and outlines and discusses the infrastructure within which collecting operates shuker situates this
discussion within the broader literature on collecting along with issues of cultural consumption social
identity and the construction of self in contemporary society record collecting is both fascinating in its own
right and provides insights into broader issues of nostalgia consumption and material culture
Rare Record Price Guide 2000 1998 the biggest little record the 45 rpm record was first introduced in 1949
but it wasn t until the advent of rock n roll that they became part of the scene elvis and his sun records
releases changed everything and when beatlemania washed ashore in the 1960s the 45 was a part of almost
every american home with a teenager every radio station and every bar with a jukebox today 45s ride a new
wave of vinyl interest with an easy to use format organized alphabetically by artists and featuring 80 000
records and labels covering nearly 70 years of music that changed the world forever goldmine 45 rpm records
price guide is the only identification and price guide on the market dedicated to the little record with the big hole
Rare Record Price Guide 2006 2004 ビートルズのuk盤を徹底解説したマニア必読 必携の一冊を11年ぶりに全面改訂 32頁増 ビートルズがデビュー
����60���1962�10�5� ������ �� �� �� ��� �� �����������uk� ��� ��������� �����������
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����������������������������� �������������� �������������������� ������������
ニアは楽しんでいるのです アルバム ep シングルのこれらの違いを タイトルごとに ふんだんな写真とともに詳細に解説した2011年発売の ビートルズuk盤コンプリー
� ��� � �������� ������������� ������� ������ ������ �����������������30���������
���������������������������� �������������������� ���������� �����11����� �����
�� ���������������� 2022�10���� ����� ����� ����������������� ����������� �������
��������������� ��������� ����������������� 40��������uk���������
Introducing ... the Beatles Record Price Guide 2011-08-26 the first book ever to authenticate more than 10
000 new wave punk and alternative 45s eps 12 singles and lps from 1976 1996 collectors quickly discover
what s rare and what s not pricing in three grades alphabetical listings by artist group followed by label and
number
Goldmine Price Guide to 45 RPM Records 2007-06-28
Goldmine's Rock'n Roll 45rpm Record Price Guide 1992
The Official Price Guide to Records 1983
Goldmine Heavy Metal Record Price Guide 1999
Music Master Price Guide for Record Collectors 1992
Goldmine Jazz Album Price Guide 2004
Wax Trash and Vinyl Treasures: Record Collecting as a Social Practice 2017-07-05
Goldmine 45 Rpm Records 2018-03-13
Goldmine's Price Guide to Collectible Record Albums 1989
�����UK������������������ 2022-12-01
Price Guide to Collectors' Records 1952
Price guide to collector's records 1967
Goldmine Price Guide to Alternative Records 1996
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